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Summary
We study mobile communication of networks, the ad hoc networks, has attracted Signing cant attention due
to its challenging research problems. Ad hoc networks are complex distributed systems that consist of wireless
mobile or static nodes that can freely and dynamically self-organize. We will use of the finite-state continuous- time
absorbing Markov Chain to computer the above performance metrics. The first model is introduce the two-hop relay
mechanism, that works as follow: when there is no rote between the source node and the destination node, the source
node transmits copies of packets to all neighboring nodes. That it meets for delivery to the destination. The objective
of this paper is to study the packet delivery limited lifetime. The second model is for two-hop relay Routing with
limited Packet Lifetime with a single parameter in a random medium. where the source node wants to send a single
packet to the destination node. mentioned statement of the problem can be done in the following way: any complex
behavior based on a finite storage space can be represented as being generated by a realization algorithm for two -hop
relay Routing with limited Packet Lifetime and with a finite memory.
Keywords: Hoc networks. MANETs protocols. Routing protocols. Packet. Source node. Markov chain.
Absorbing state. Relay routing. Finite memory.
1. Introduction
For the last twenty years, mobile communications have experienced an explosive growth. In particular, one
area of mobile communication networks, the ad hoc networks, has attracted Signing cant attention due to its
challenging research problems. Ad hoc networks are complex distributed systems that consist of wireless mobile or
static nodes that can freely and dynamically self-organize. In this way they form arbitrary and temporary ad hoc
network topologies, allowing devices to seamlessly interconnect in areas with no pre-existing infrastructure.
We are captured through a single parameter, representing the expected inter-meeting time consider the model
introduced. In this model the characteristics of MANETs between any pair of nodes. More precisely, there are N + 1
nodes consisting of: one source node, one destination node, and N -1 relay nodes. Two nodes may only communicate
at certain points in time, called meeting times. The time that elapses between two consecutive meeting times of a
given pair of nodes is called the inter-meeting time. In it is assumed that inter-meeting times are mutually
independent and identically distributed random variables. Throughout we address the scenario where the source node
wants to send a single packet to the destination node. To this end the source may use the relay nodes according to the
MTR protocol, as explained below the source is always able to send a copy to another node.
We assume that the source is ready to transmit the packet to the destination at time t = 0. The delivery time
, is the time after t = 0 when the destination node receives the packet. The latter is related to the overhead induced
by the MTR protocol in particular, to the total energy needed to deliver the packet to the destination.
We will
use of the finite-state continuous- time absorbing Markov Chain to computer the above performance metrics.
2. Two-hop relay Routing with limited Packet Lifetime with Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs)
Ad hoc networks are complex distributed systems that consist of wireless mobile or static nodes that can
freely and dynamically self-organize. In this way they form arbitrary and temporary ad hoc network topologies,
allowing devices to seamlessly interconnect in areas with no pre-existing infrastructure.
We are captured through a single parameter, representing the expected inter-meeting time consider the model
introduced. In this model the characteristics of MANETs between any pair of nodes. More precisely, there are N + 1
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nodes consisting of: one source node, one destination node, and N -1 relay nodes. Two nodes may only communicate
at certain points in time, called meeting times. The time that elapses between two consecutive meeting times of a
given pair of nodes is called the inter-meeting time. In

it is assumed that inter-meeting times are mutually

independent and identically distributed random variables.
Throughout we address the scenario where the source node wants to send a single packet to the destination
node. To this end the source may use the relay nodes according to the MTR protocol, as explained below the source
is always able to send a copy to another node.
We assume that the source is ready to transmit the packet to the destination at time t = 0. The delivery time
, is the time after t = 0 when the destination node receives the packet. The latter is related to the over head
induced by the MTR protocol in particular, to the total energy needed to deliver the packet to the destination.
introduce the two-hop relay mechanism, that works as follow: when there is no rote between the source node and the
destination node, the source node transmits copies of packets to all neighboring nodes. That it meets for delivery to
the destination. The objective of this paper is to study the packet delivery limited lifetime.
At time t = 0, the source is ready to transmit the packet the destination. Let denotes the packet delivery time
(or delivery delay), defined to as the first time
of the packet). Let

after t = 0 when the destination node receives the packet (or a copy

denotes the number of copies generated by the source before the delivery time. The state of

the system for t < Td is represented by the random variable I(t) ∈ {1, 2, . . .,N}, where I(t) gives the number of

copies. For t ≥ Td, it is assumed that the state of the system, I(t), is a. Under the assumptions made, {I(t), t ≥ 0} is an
absorbing, finite state continuous-time Markov chain, with transient states {1, 2, . . . , N} and absorbing state a. Let
MC denotes the absorbing, finite-state, discrete-time Markov chain embedded just before the jump times of the
Markov chain {I(t), t ≥ 0}. Let m(i, j) be the (i, j)-entry of the fundamental matrix of MC. Recall that m(i, j) gives the
expected number of visits to transient state j before absorption (or delivery time) given that I(0) = i. The following
propositions hold.
Lemma: Consider a finite –state continuous-time, Markov Chain {

of states space ξ={1,…,n,

n+1,…n +s}and infinitesimal generator matrix, G, of from

where U is a n-by n matrix, V is a n by n-matrix,

is a s-by n matrix of all entries equal to 0,

is a sby s

matrix of all entries equal to 0. The states { n+1,… n +s} the absorbing states. Then, (a) The states { 1,… n } are all
transient if and only if the matrix U is non-singular.
(b) The cumulative probability distribution, F(.), of the time until the absorption in one of the absorption
states { n+1,… n +s}, given that M(0) = i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, reads
where

is the n-dimensional row vector whose all components equal to 0 except the it one that it is equal to 1, e is

the n-dimensional column vector whose all components are equal to 1, and

with
reads:

= I the n-by-n identity matrix. Given that M(0) = i, the nth order-moment of time until absorption
(1.2).
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(c) The (i, j)-entry of (-

), for

n, is the expected amount of time spent in the transient state j,

given that M(0) = . (d) Let denote the n-by-n diagonal matrix of diagonal entries equal to those of U. The (i,j)-entry
of (
(

) for
V), for

n, gives the expected number of visits to state j, given that M(0) = i(e) The (i, j)-entry of
n and

, is the probability that absorption occurs in the state j, given

that M(0) = i.
Proof: Assertions (a) and (b) are proved in [1]. Assertion (c) is the consequence of [1] and [2]. To prove
Assertion (d) and (e), consider the intestates, discrete-time, absorbing Markov chain embedded just before the jump
times of the Markov chain {

The one-step transition probability matrix of the embedded Markov

chain reads :

where Is is the s-by-s identity matrix. Theorems [GS97, Theorems 11.4 and 11.6] applied on the embedded
Markov chain gives assertion (d) and (e) respectively. Coming back to our problem, in the following section we
provide a Markovian Analysis that gives closed-form expressions of the distribution of
value of
{

and

, and expected

[3]. Markovian Analysis- The state of the system is represented by the random variable
ag, where

destination (i.e., for

gives the number of copies when the packet has not been delivered to the
) and

for

. Under the assumptions made in 1.2,

is an

absorbing, finite-state, continuous-time Markov chain, with absorbing state a (referred to as M from now on). Let P =
[p (i; j)] be the infinitesimal generator matrix of M. From the transition rate diagram of M in Fig (1) we find

otherwise,
MODEL-I
Intestinal generator matrix P of the Markov chain M

Fig.1
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Where Transition rate diagram of M.

Where

,

all components are equal to 0. Let

and 0 is the N-dimensi-onal row vector whose
. That shows that

exists and finds the closed-form expression of it

s (i, j)-entry.
The original problem ,The probability distribution of the number of copies at delivery time is given by
, and the
order-moment is given by [
] [1], where

Let

be the probability that the number of copies in the network at the delivery time is j, given there are i

copies in the network at time
. We assume without loss of generality that the Markov chain M is leftcontinuous so that
=
(by convention I(t) is the state of the process M just before time t. In
words
is the probability that the last visited state before absorption is j, given that the initial state is i. If
we split the absorbing state a into N absorbing states
as shown in Fig.2, we will not act the dynamics of
the original Markov chain before absorption. This means that the matrix Q in of the original absorbing Markov chain
is the same as its corresponding matrix of the moiled absorbing Markov chain. Clearly
, is now equal to
the probability that the moiled chain is absorbed in state
. This shows that the N is large the sistem and has a
deterministic path MP.
MODEL-II
The model absorbing Markov chain with N absorbing states

Fig.2

3. Conclusion
There are two models for two-hop relay Routing with limited Packet Lifetime with a single parameter in a
random medium. where the source node wants to send a single packet to the destination node. However the
construction of two-hop Relay Routing models , has attracted Signing cant attention due to its challenging research
problems Indeed, the above mentioned statement of the problem can be done in the following way: any complex
behavior based on a finite storage space can be represented as being generated by a realization algorithm for two -hop
relay Routing with limited Packet Lifetime and with a finite memory [4].
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SezRdul droSi ornaxtomiani paketebis gadacemis
ori modeli
oleg namiCeiSvili1, hamlet melaZe2, irma aslaniSvili2
1-saqarTvelos teqnikuri universiteti,
2-saq.sapatriarqos wmida andria pirvelwodebulis sax. universiteti
reziume
ganxilulia mobiluri sakomunikacio qselebi, anu ad hoc (usadeno) qselebi. bolo dros am qselebma
mkvlevarebis yuradReba miiqcia, ad hoc qselebi warmoadgens rTul ganawilebul sistemebs, romlebic Sedgeba
usadeno, mobiluri an statikuri kvanZebisagan, romelTac gaaCnia Tavisufali da dinamikuri TviTorganizebis
unari. pirvel modelSi Semotanilia ornaxtomiani meqanizmi, romelic Semdegi saxiT moqmedebs: rodesac ar
arsebobs gza gamgzavn kvanZsa da mimReb kvanZs Soris. es xorcieldeba mimRebisTvis informaciis gadasacemad.
statiaSi Seswavlilia paketis gadacemis problemebi SezRudul droSi. meore modeli gankuTvnilia ornaxtomiani
marSutizaciisvis. paketis arsebobis SemosazRvruli droiT da erTaderTi parametriT SemTxveviT garemoSi, sadac
sawyisma kvanZma unda gaugzavnos paketi mimReb kvanZs. moyvanili problema
formulirebulia aseTi saxiT:
nebismieri rTuli qceva, dafuZvnebuli mexsierebis sasrul sivrceze, SesaZlebelia warmodgenili iqnas rogorc
ornaxtomiani marSutizaciis algoriTmis realizeba paketis arsebobisaTvis SezRuduli droiT da sasruli
mexsierebiT.
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Резюме
В статье рассмотрены сети мобильной коммуникации, иначе именуемые ad hoc (беспроводными) сетями, которые
последнее время привлекли внимание исследователей. Аd hoc сети - сложные распределенные системы, которые состоят
из беспроводных мобильных (подвижных) или статических узлов, которые могут свободно и динамически
самоорганизовываться. Нами будет использоваться поглощающая марковская цепь с конечным числом состояний и
непрерывным временем для реализации этих характеристик на компьютере. Первая модель вводит двухскачковый
механизм, который работает следующим образом: когда нет никакого пути между исходным узлом и узлом адресата
(назначения), исходный узел передает копии пакетов ко всем соседним узлам. Это осуществляется для доставки
информации адресату (получателю). Цель этой работы состоит в том, чтобы изучить проблему доставки пакета за
ограниченное время. Вторая модель - для двухскачковой маршрутизации при ограниченном времени жизни пакета с
единственным параметром в случайной среде, где исходному узлу следует послать отдельный пакет узлу адресата.
Формулировка упомянутой проблемы может быть выражена следующим способом: любое сложное поведение,
основанное на конечном пространстве памяти, может быть представлено как генерируемая алгоритмом реализация
двухскачковой маршрутизации с ограниченным временем жизни пакета и с конечной памятью.
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